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We study a fork-join queue with m servers and m classes of jobs, where ajob belonging to class le splits 
into le tasks. The effect of assigning non-preemptive priorities to the different classes, on the expected 
response time, is the subject of this work. We first consider the situation where each server knows to 
which class each task in its queue belongs, but does not know the situation at the other servers. We 
show conditions under which class 1 jobs should be given the top priority, and other conditions where 
giving such priority is undesirable. To demonstrate the possible reduction in the expected response 
times, we obtain closed form results for a simple example. In the remainder of the work we consider 
some aspects of assigning priorities to classes le > I, and derive some properties of interest. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Queueing situations where arriving jobs split (fork) into 
several tasks, which are independently processed by 
separate processing centers, and then matched (joined) 
together again are commonly encountered in many 
fields of human venture. The idea of breaking complex 
jobs into separate tasks and decentralizing the process 
by distributing the tasks among specialized servers is in 
the foundation of modern industry. The recent 
innovative applications of this idea to information 
processing and computing, in the forms of distributed 
systems and parallel processing systems, has given rise 
to increased interest in the study of fork-join (also called 
Split and Match - SPM) queues. 

In this work we prCsent a preliminary study of priorities 
assignment in simple fork-join queues. Consider for 
instan~e a large data base distributed among m 
processing centers. Depending on its nature, an arriving 
job (e.g. query) may need to be split into le tasks, where 
1 S /c S m, forking to /c different processing centers. The 
job is joined and completed when all " tasks are 
completed. The response time of the job is the time 
elapsing from forking to joining. We can view this 
system as a fork-join queue with m servers and m 
classes of customers. A customer belongs to class 
/c = 1,2, ... ,m if it is a le-split customer, Le., it forks into 
/c out of the m servers. The le servers are selected 
according to the needs of the specific customer and may 
vary from one customer to another in the same class. It 
is not difficult to see that virtually the same model may 
be applicable to parallel processing situations too. The 
question of assigning priorities to the different classes 
and the effects of such priorities on the expected 
response times are the subject of our study. 

Most of the published work on fork-join queues deals 
with one class of m -split customers all of whom fork 
into the same m ~ 2 single servers. This model was first 
introduced by Mandelbaum and Avi-Itzhak (1969) [10]. 
They observe that when the arrival process is 
deterministic the individual queues are mutually 
independent, if the processing times of the split tasks are 
independent. They then derive the time dependent 
distribution of the response time for the heterogeneous 
service times DIM/I case with m = 2, and the 
equilibrium distribution for the homogeneous m ~ 2 case, 
and show that as m -. 00 the expected response time 
increases as log m (harmonic series) while the variance is 
bounded. Flatto and Hahn (1984) [6] treat the 
heterogeneous service times M/M/l case with m = 2 and 
derive the expression for the generating function of the 
joint queues in equilibrium. In a later paper Flatto 
(1985) [7] uses this earlier result to study the 
interdependence of the two queues and to derive limit 
laws for the mean and di'stribution of each queue 
conditioned on the other. 

The analysis of fork-join queues is not an easy 
undertaking and the difficulties seem to become 
insurmountable for m > 2. It is not surprising then that 
following works are engaged mostly in approximation 
methods. Nelson and Tantawi (1985) [11] show that the 
expected response time in a homogeneous M/M/l fork
join queue grows with m at a rate proportional to the 
harmonic series. They solve explicitly the case m = 2 by 
inverting the result of Flatto and Hahn [6], and in 
combination with simulations results they come up with 
an explicit approximation formula for the expected 
response time for m = 2, 3 ... . Their basic approach is to 
bound the expected response time from above and from 
below by the mean of the maximum of m LLd random 
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variables with exponential density and make use of the 
fact that the mean of such maximum grows as a 
harmonic series with m (see Gumbel (1958) [8]). Rao 
and Posner (1985) [12] treat the heterogeneous M/M/1 
case with m = 2 by assuming that one of the queues is 
finite and using matrix-geometric approach. They 
present numerical results and based on these results they 
propose an approximation scheme for computing the 
characteristics of interest for m > 2. Baccelli, Makowski 
and Shwartz (1989) [3] develop bounds for the expected 
response time in the general GI/GI/1 case with m ~ 2 
where each job may split into any number of tasks, not 
exceeding m. Their bounding arguments make use of 
the notion of associated random variables (see Barlow 
and Proschan (1975) [5]) like Nelson and Tantawi [11], 
and of ideas from the theory of stochastic ordering. The 
scope of their results is much wider. Their results are 
used to show, for example, that for homogeneous fork
join queues with renewal arrivals and service time 
distribution with rational Laplace transform the 
moments of the response time grow as log m • Some 
other works of interest related to the fork-join type of 
queues are Baccelli (1985) [1], Baccelli and Makowski 
(1985) [2], Baccelli, Massey and Towsley (1989) [4], 
Konstantopoulos and Warland (1989) [9] and Rao 
(1990) [13]. 

The following notation and assumptions will be used: 
The service times of the tasks of the i -th customer of 
class k will be denoted by S"J = (stJ , S~J , ... , SfJ). We 
assume that these vectors are independent for all i and 
k. Also for each class k the components sfJ are 
identically distributed unless otherwise stated. We will 
use the notation S" for a "generic" component, and 
(st , ... , S!) for a "generic" vector. Note that no 
assumptions are made about the independence of the 
components of a service time vector. We further 
assume that the arrival times, service times, and 
assignments of tasks to servers are three mutually 
independent processes. 

2. THE ADVANTAGE OF CLASS 1 JOBS UNDER 
MINIMUM INFORMATION NON-PREEMPTIVE 
PRIORITY 

In a minimum information situation there ' is no 
information flow between servers and there ' is no central 
coordination. Each server is informed of the state of his 
queue, i.e., the place in the queue of each task and its 
class type. 

Theorem 1: If E (S 1) SE (S"), then assigning type one 
tasks non-preemptive priority over tasks of types 
k = 2, 3 , ... , m in the waiting line, will not increase the 
expected overall response time of the system. 

Proof: Suppose a type 1 job arrives and is placed, 
without loss of generality, at the end of the non-empty 
line of server 1 and suppose that the task ahead of it is 
of type k > 1. The cOmpletion time of the type k task 
equals to its waiting time w plus its service time st, 

4 

where st = S". The completion (remaining response) 
time of the job to which this task belongs is 

T" = Max(W +st,y), (1) 

where Y ~ 0 is the completion time of the remaining k - 1 
tasks of the job which where assigned to servers other 
then server 1. The completion (response) time of the 
type 1 task (or job) is 

(2) 

If we now change the waiting line order and place the 
type 1 task ahead of the type k task at server 1. We have 
Tf=Max(W +st + Si, Y), 

and (3) 

Tf =W +Sl, 
where Tf and Tf are defined as T" and Tit respectively, 
after the change. 

The change in total response time due to the change in 
the order of the tasks is given by 

11= Tf+ 11 - T" - Tt =Max(W +st + Si, Y)
Max(W +St,Y)-st . 

However 

Max(W +st +Sl,Y)-Max(W +St,Y)SSl, 

and th~fore 11 S Si - st and 

E(I1) SO, 

which completes our proof. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Note that Theorem 1 implies that for any optimal 
priority discipline, class 1 jobs should get at least a 
non-preemptive priority over all other classes. 

From the simple argument of this proof one might be 
tempted 'to conclude that E(I1)=O if server 1 is the 
"bottleneclc" for the type k job completion, e.g. if 
W + st ~ Y. In actuality this is not necessarily so 
because E (st I W + st ~ Y) may be larger than E (S"). To 
see this put X = Y - W. Note that st and X are 
independent. Now, for any given number a, 
P(st ~al st ~X)P(st ~X)=P(st ~max(a,X». However 
P(st, ~max(a,X» ~ P(st ~a)P(St ~X), from which we 
have P(st ~al st ~X)~ P(st ~a), and therefore E(stl 
bottleneck) ~ E (st) = E (S"). In fact this stochastic 
ordering holds for all servers. Suppose a job of type k 
arrives and splits into k tasks and let wJ be the waiting 
time of the task that joins server j. Then 
Sf + Wj ~ s! + WIt implies that Sf is stochastically greater 
than or equal to s!. 
Unfortunately Theorem 1 does not extend to classes 
higher than type 1, that is, tasks of type k - 1 do not 
necessarily merit priority over tasks of type k. It 
suffices to point out at this stage that a type k task 
should be treated as a type 1 task once all its le - 1 , 

counterparts are completed. The optimal priority 
assignment under the assumption of minimum 
information is not obvious. This problem will be 



discussed in some more detail in seCtion 3. Here we 
would like to obtain some rough quantitative notion of 
the savings achievable by assigning priority to jobs of 
class 1. Since closed form results for fork-join queues 
are practically unattainable except for deterministic 
arrivals cases, we will use a simple demonstrative 
example with discritized time and deterministic arrivals. 

2.1 A Two Seners Example 

In this example we consider two classes of jobs, class 1 
and class 2, and two identical servers, referred to as 
subsystems 1 and 2. Arrivals are at fixed time points, 
one time unit apart. Each arrival consists of one job of 
class 2, which splits into two tasks forking to the two 
subsystems, and two class 1 jobs, one joining each 
subsystem. Thus the input of each subsystem consists 
of one type 2 task and one type 1 task at regular 
intervals of one time unit The service times of all tasks 
at the two substations are i.i.d as S where 

{
o w.p. p • 

S = 1 w.p. 1 _ P • (7) 

and + < pSI, so as to satisfy the steady state conditions, 

(traffic intensity is p=2(I-p». 

We assume that admittance into service of the first task 
in line takes place immediately after the arrival time 
point. If the first task in line has service requirement 1 it 
will occupy the server for one time unit preventing the 
departure of tasks with service requirement 0 queued 
behind it. Otherwise all tasks at the head of the line 
with service requirement 0 depart and the first task with 
requirement 1 (if any) occupies the server for one time 
unit. 

We consider three queue disciplines: (i) type 2 tasks 
have non-preemptive priority over type 1 tasks at both 
servers; (ii) type 1 tasks have non-preemptive priority 
over type 2 tasks at both servers; (iii) tasks are being 
served on a FIFO basis at both servers. Clearly under 
these three disciplines both the time dependent and the 
equilibrium distributions of the queue size · (number in 
the subsystem) are invariant. This is due to the 
homogeniety and independence of the service 
requirements. In addition, since the arrival process is 
deterministic the two queues are mutually independent 

The Equilibrium Queue Size in a Substation 

We define the queue size as the number present in the 
subsystem in the middle, or other interior point, of the 
interaIrival interval. The queue size evolves as a 
Markov chain whose steady state probabilities (P,,); can 
be obtained as the unique solution of the set of 
equa~ons: 

Po= ~pi+l Pi +p2 po. 
i-I 

PI =(I-p) ~pl Pi +p(l-p)Po • 
i-I 

P2= (l-p) ~pl-l Pi + (1- p)Po • 
j-l 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
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-P,,=(I-p) ~ pi+l-fJPi • 11=3. 4,5 •... , (11) 
i..,.-1 

and 

~ PIt = 1. (12) 
,,-0 

The solution of the equations is 
,,-I 

Po = 2p - 1, PI = q po. P" = .!L.....: po. 11 = 2, 3 • ... • (13) 
p 

where q = (l-p)/p. 

The Equilibrium Distributions ot Low and High Priority 
Tasks in a Subsystem Queue 

High priority tasks go always directly into service. Thus 
the number of high priority tasks in a subsystem queue 
is either 0 or 1 with probability p and I-p respectively. 
Denoting by 7ti' j = O. 1.2 • ... • the equilibrium 
probabilities of "j lower pnority tasks in a subsystem 
queue" we can relate (7ti) to (P" ) by considering 
successive time periods. 

These calculations yield 
Ko = Po = 2p - 1 • (14) 

7ti =2qi Po=2(2p -1)qi • j=I.2 •... 

The Expected Response Time in Discipline (i) 

In this case type 2 tasks have non-preemptive priority 
over type 1 tasks at both subsystems. The expected 
number of type 1 tasks in each of the subsystems is 

E(N1) = i j tti = 2p(1- p) . (15) 
j-o 2p - 1 

By Little's Formula this is also E(T1), the expected 
response time of type 1 jobs. The number of type 2 jobs 
in the system, denoted by N 2 is equal to 

N2= max(N!l) .NP» (16) 

where N~i) is the number of type 2 tasks in the queue of 
subsystem i and is equal to 0 or 1 with probabilities p2 
and 1-p2 respectively. 

E(N~ =E(T~ = I_p2. (17) 

where T 2 is the response time of type 2 jobs. 

The overall expected response time is obtained as 

E(Th,l = 1. (2E(T1)+E(T:z» = (l_p)(2p2+ Sp -1) -(18) 
3 3(2p -1) . 

where the subscript 2,1 indicates the priorities order. 

The Expected Response Time in Discipline (U) 

Here type 1 tasks have non-preemptive priority over 
type 2 tasks in both subsystems. In this case 

(19) 
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while the probability distribution of N~) and N ¥) and is 
(Xj}O' and is given in (14). From (14) and (16) we have 

(20) 

j-l 
P(N2=j)=2xj 1: 1tj +xJ=4(2p -1)(qj _q2i), j = 1,2, ... 

i-I 

Now E (N u = E (Tu are obtained from (20) as 

E(Tu=E(Nu= 4(I-P>:,~21-P + 1) ., (21) 

and the overall expected response time of a job is 

E(T)I.2=t(2E(T1)+E(,TU) 2(1-P)(t~!i;+4P-l) .(22) 

The Expected FIFO Response Time 

We assume that the order of two jobs which arrive 
simultaneously is determined randomly, with equal 
probabilities. In this case when there are 2n, n = 1,2, ... , 
tasks in a queue of a subsystem they divide evenly 
between the two types. If the number of tasks is 
2n + 1, n = 0, 1,2 , ... , then they are divided into n and 
n + 1 between the two types with equal probabilities. 

Denoting by OJ the equilibrium probability that there are 
j tasks of a given type in a subsystem we have 
Oo=Po+ 112P1, 01 = lap 1 +P2+ 112P3 

OJ=IP2j-l+P2j+IP2j+l, j=2,3,... (23) 

The expected number of type 1 tasks is 
E(N)= ~ . O. = (l-p)(4p -1) (24) 

1 f:/ J 2(2p - 1) , 

and in this case N ~1) and N fZ> are mutually independent 
and distributed according to (23). The probability 
distribution of N 2 = max (N ~1) , N P» is obt;ained from (23) 
as: 

P (N2= 0) = eG, P (N2= 1)=20001 +01 
j-l 

P (N2=j)=20j 1:0i+OJ, j=2,3, ... , 
i-o 

and 

E(Tu =E(!Vu = 1: j E(N2 =j)= 
}-o 

(1- p) (l6p5 + 8p4 - 36p~ + 35p2_Hp '+ 2) 

4p(2p - D(2p2_2p + 1) 

Finally, the expected response time of a job is 
1 

E(T)PIFO = - (2E(T1)+E(Tu) = 

(1- p) (16p~ + 4Op4 -76p3 + 59p2 + 17p + 2) 

, 12p(2p .-l>'<2p~-2p + 1) 

Comparison of E;xpected Response Times 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

The expressions E (T)I;J/E (T)'IFO -1 and 
E (T)'IFO lE (Tn,l -1 ~ rational functions , of p. It is 
possible to show that the numerators and denominators 
do, not have zeros in (1/2 , 1) and the expressions are 
positive at p = 112 and zero at p = 1. Therefore 

E (T)I.2 > E (T),I'o > E (T)2,l 0.5 < p < 1 . (28) 

When p -+ 1 (p -+ 0) all expected response times go to 
zero and their ratios go to 1. When p -+ 0.5 (p -+ 1) the 
differences between the expected response times go to 00 

while their ratios remain finite, going to some constants, 
as shown in Figure 1. Clearly the priority assignment is 
more critical in heavy traffic. 

--
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RATIOS OF THE EXPECTED RESPONSE TIMES FOR THE 
THREE DISCIPLINES 

2.2 A Many Servers Example 

1.0 

We now look at • system with m = le identical servers 
(subsystems) and two classes of jobs, class 1 and class 
le. At each time point we have le + 1 arrivals, one of 
class le which splits into le tasks forking to the le servers, 
and k of class 1, one for each server. All other 
assumptions are the same as in the 2 servers system, but 
here we will compare only the two queue priority 
disciplines (i) type le tasks have the priority, and (ii) type 
1 tasks have the priority. 

Clearly, the analysis of a single subsystem remains 
unchanged and the equilibrium probability functions ' of 
the high and low priority tasks in the queue of a 
subsystem are as in the two servers case. In particular 
the probability of the number of low priority tasks in a 
subsystem's queue is given by (14) from which we 
obtain the tail probabilities .. {I j=O, 
,} = I: 1ti = }. 

i-} 2pq} = 1,2, ... 

The Expected Response Time in Discipline (I) 

Here type k tasks have the priority and 

(29) 
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where NP> is the same as in (16). Thus 

(31) 

The expected number of type 1 tasks in a subsystem is 
given by (15) and the expected system response time is 
thus equal to 

1 
E(T)l,1 = k + 1 (k E(T1) + E(Tt » 

=_I_{2k P(I- P) +1_pt]. (32) 
k+l lp-I 

As k increases the weight of type k jobs decreases and 
we have 

E(T) • • 1 = 1im E(T)t.l =E(Tl)= 2p(1-p} (33) t..... lp-I 

The Expected Response Time in Discipline (ii) 

When type 1 tasks have the priority E (T I) is given by 
(24) as 1-P while E(Tt ) = E(Nt ) is equal to the 
expectation of the maximum of k LLd. random variables 
whose distribution is given by (14) and its tail 
probabilities are given by (29). Hence 

E(Tt ) = i (1-(1- rd) = i (1-(1- 2pqi)t) . (34) 
i - I i - I 

This sum does not lend itself to be compressed into a 
simpler form. Nevertheless it is possible to show that 
E(Tt } behaves as 10gk when k -+00. The same type of 
limiting behavior have been found in [10], [11] and [3] 
as mentioned in the introduction. 

The expected system response time is given by 

E(Tkt = k! 1 (k(l- p) +E(Tt », (35) 

and therefore 
E(Tk.= 1im E(T)u = 1-P . (36) 

t ..... 

Comparison of the Limiting Expected Response Times 

From (33) and (36) we have 

E (T) • • 1 _ ~ _l.=..e. 
E(T)I •• - lp -1 - I-p' 

(37) 

This ratio is depicted in Figure 2. Clearly, as the traffic 
gets heavier the relative advantage of giving priority to 
class 1 increases indefinitely. 

2.3 Additional Results For The Case of Two Classes 

Here we assume, for simplicity, two classes of jobs: 
class m, which forks to all m servers, and class 1. From 
Theorem 1 we know that E(SI) SE(SIft} is a sufficient 
condition for giving class 1 priority over class m. 

o 
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FIGURE 2 
RATIO OF THE EXPECTED RESPONSE TIMES FOR THE 

TWO DISCIPLINES FOR LARGE K 
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1.0 

However it is possible that such a priority should be 
granted also in some cases where E(SI) > E(S"'). In the 
following we develop, for a specific class of systems, an 
upper bound on the ratio E(SI)/E(S"'), above which the 
priority to class 1 jobs does not pay. 

Let A be the class of all two-class fork-join queueing 
systems with the following proprieties 

(1) Each arrival of class 1 jobs consists of a batch of 
size 11, 1 S 11 < 00, where 11 may be a random 
variable. The 11 jobs are distributed among the 
seIVers, placing Ni jobs at sexver j, j = I, .... m, SO 

1ft 11 
that ~ Ni = 11 and E (Ni) = - for all j. 

i-I m 

(2) The joint distribution function of the m service 
times of the tasks of a type m job is symmetric. 

Theorem 2: For class A queueing systems: 

(a) If E(Sl}~mE(S"'} it does not pay to give jobs of 
class 1 non-preemptive priority over tasks of jobs 
of class m. 

(b) mE(S"') is the best lower bound for E(SI) satisfying 
the conclusion of (a). 

To prove the theorem we need the following lemma: 
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Lemma 1: Let B be a subset of {I, 2, ...• m} which is 
chosen independently of S'{'.l , .... S;,l, for some fixed i. 
Let m * be the cardinality of B. Then the probability that 
at least one maximum of Sj,l.j =2, .... m is obtained for 

* some r e B is greater than or equal to ~. 
m 

Proof: Let us choose a unique index J as follows: Look 
at the set of all indices j for which Sj,l is maximal, and 
let J be chosen among those randomly with equal 
probabilities. Clearly because of property (2) 

P(J=j)=.!. for j=1.2 .... .m. Thus P(JeB)=~, which 
m m 

proves the lemma. 

Proof of theorem 2: Suppose we give class 1 jobs non
preemptivee priority over class m jobs, and assume that 
a batch of" class 1 jobs arrives and finds one or more 
class m jobs in the system. If there is a task belonging to 
the last in queue class m job at server j which has not 
yet started service, it is placed behind the Nj newly 
arrived class 1 jobs, for j = 1 . .... m. Let B be the set of all 
indices j for which such an exchange takes place, and 
let m * be the cardinality of B • 

Let L be the expected increase in the time in the system 
of the type m job due to the exchange. From Lemma 1 it 
follows that the probability that a bottleneck of the class 

* m job is achieved for some-index j e B is ~ !!!...-. 
m 

Thus 
* L ~ !!!...-E(sum of Nj iJ.d copies of S i). (38) 

m 
and by Wald's identity we have 

L ~ ~E(NJ)E(Sl)= m*" E(Sl) (39) 
m ml 

Now let g be the expected gain (reduction is response 
time) of a class 1 job in the batch which is placed in a 
server whose index is in B. Then clearly g = E (S"'). The 
total expected gain G of all the " customers in the batch 
is thus: -

- " m*" G=m*-g=-E(S"') . (40) 
m m 

The total expected gain to the system is 

Ci£ = G -L S m~. [E(S*) - ! E(SI)] (41) 

Thus if mE(S"') SE(Sl) the total expected gain is 
negative. This completes the proof of (a) since the same 
argument applies to the remaining class m jobs if there 
are more than one, in the system, one at a time. 

To prove (b) let S'{' =Sr ... S;=S, let" =m, let Si be 
constant S i • E (S 1), and let Ni = ... =N", = 1. In this case the 
service times of all tasks belonging to a class m job are 
identical and all m subsystems are identical at all points 
in time (assuming identical initial conditions). It is easy 
to see that 

(42) 

which completes the proof of (b). 

3. DISCUSSION OF NON-PREEMPTIVE PRIORITIES 
TO CLASSES OTHER THAN CLASS 1 

The simplicity and generality of Theorem 1 result from 
the property that a class 1 task does not have counter 
part tasks at any other servers. This property is unique 
to class 1. In general if we look at two jobs, say an old 
job and a newly arrived one, we may divide the -m 
servers into five groups: 

(1) Servers hosting a task belonging to the old job 
(old task) and not hosting a task belonging to the 
new job (new task). For this group we denote by 
x 1 the time elapsing until all the old tasks 
complete their service, (the service completion 
time). 

(2) Servers hosting a new tasks and not hosting an old 
task. For this group J 1 denotes the service 
completion time of all new tasks. 

(3) Servers hosting an old and a new task whose 
positions in the queue are not interchangeable due 
to the fact that the service of the old task has 
already began. _ For this group X3 and J3 denote the 
service completion times of the old and the new 
tasks respectively. Clearly, J3 ~X3. 

(4) Servers hosting an old and a new task whose 
positions are interchangeable. Here Xo4 and J 4 

denote the respective service completion times 
andJo4~xo4' 

(5) Servers hosting neither type of tasks. These are of 
no immediate interest. 

In our analysis we will make use of the following simple 
lemma. 

Lemma 2: For any given three real numbers a. b and c 
if a ~b then 
d=max(c.a)-max(c.b)Sa -b 
To prove this property we note that: 
If c ~ a => d = c - c = 0 S a - b . 

If b < c < a => d = a - c < a - b . 

IfcSb => d=a-b. 
Now let x = max(Xlt X3) and J = max(Yl. J~. If we do not 
change the order of the tasks the completion time of the 
old job (the time until service completion to all old 
tasks) is given as 

(43) 

If however we interchange the positions of old and new 
tasks in group (4) the completion time of the old job 
changes to 

(44) 

and the increase in the completion time of the old job is 



(45) 

since'4 ~X4 from Lemma 2 it follows that 

[

0 ifX~'4. 
~= '4-X <'4-X4 if '4>X >X4 

'4-X4 if X SX4 

(46) 

In a similar manner we define the completion times T _ 
and re_for the new job and 

T _=mtU(Y,'4). 
r:.,. = max(y • x.:') • (47) 

where xl is generally not equal to X4 (one situation 
where xl = X4 is when the service times of old and new 
tasks at servers of group (4) are identical). Still, it is 
easy to sce that'4 ~xl . 
The dccrcasc in the completion time of the new job is 

(48) 

and from Lemma 2 we have 

(49) 

The myopic change in the response times of the two 
jobs is 

.6=~-.611 (SO) 

From (47) and (49) we have, as shown in figures 3 and 4 
respectively, that the conditions for .6 s 0 are: 

(i) when xl > X4 the condition is x ~, and x ~ xl . 

(ii) when x: < X4 the condition is x ~, and/or x S X4' 

The indifference zone in both cases is x ~, 4 and , ~, 4' 
In the case where xl = X4 we have an additional 
indifference zone, x S X4 and, s, 4' 

Clearly, interchanging the positions of the new and old 
tasks in servers of group (4) whenever .6 < 0 is at best a 
good heuristic. It is not going necessarily to result in 
minimization of the expected equilibrium response time. 
This can be demonstrated by a simple example of two 
servers with 3 jobs. Job A with service requirements 
(60,3), i.e. 60 time unit of service in server 1 and 3 in 
server 2, job B with service requirements (39, 39) and C 
with (3, 69). If we disrcganl new arrivals and assume 
that all the tasks arc interchangeable at time zero, the 
optimal ordering is ACB (A first, C second and B third) 

with average response time of 81. However if the 
starting order is BAC (average response time of 83) it is 
not possible to reduce the average response time by 
transpositions (pairwise changes) and thus a rule which 
uses improvement by transpositions cannot lead from 
BAC to ACB. The question of the best priority rule in 
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the general fork-join system under study is not simple 
and is not addressed in this introductory paper. . 

In the case analyzed in section 2 we have, = 0 (since the 
new job is of class 1) and therefore the condition x ~, is 
always satisfied. In addition x: -X4 = 
(W+Sl)_(W+St)= Sl-St, where E(Sl-St)SO. 
Clearly, under complete information, which is the case 
discussed in the present section, it is not always 
advantageous to assign the higher priority to class 1 
tasks. 

Y 

• Fi9ure 3: x .. > x .. 

b-y .. - x .. >0 I b-y .. - x >0 

Y .. ----t---
b-y1 .. >0 I b-y....x>0 

rO 

I 
I 

__ -1_ b-y1<0 I 
---~---

Y 

I 
6-X~-x<0 I 

• Figure .. : x .. < x .. 

I I b-y .. 1>0 

I 
I 

x 

rO 

-----r- -----
---," I"""'" I 

x ....... ______ -r b-y1<0 I 
ry1 .. <0 I __ ' __ L_--1 ____ _ 

4. Conclusions 

I 
I 
I 

x 

The question of non-preemptive priorities assignment in 
a multi-class fork-joint queue was introduced. We 
showed that there is an advantage in granting priority to 
non-splitting jobs unless their service times arc 
relatively large. We analyzcd mainly systems where 
there is no flow of information between the individual 
servers. We also showed that when more information is 
available it becomes harder to determine the optimal 
priority assignment The study provides preliminary 
results only and the general question of multi-class 
priorities assignment needs further investigation. 
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